
Yes
API is well-documented

Yes, it allows customization We can
modify its source code

Ensures the data integrity
Has granular user access controls

Supports extensive customization 
Allows extending existing modules or
adding custom ones

Yes, it accommodates business growth 
Can handle increased transaction volume
and data

Comprehensive technical documentation
Availability of technical support from the ERP
vendor

Is it scalable?

Is it open source?

Modular Architecture:

Yes, we use modular design
Allows adding/removing of 
modules without affecting others

Is it customizable and flexible?

How robust are its security features?

Does it provide easy API Integration?

HOW MATURE IS YOUR EXISTING IT SYSTEM?

Technical Support and Documentation:

Detailed audit trails (user actions tracking)
Has a system changes monitor for accountability

Audit Trails:

Shared calendars, document collaboration, etc.
Collaboration tools are an integral part of your
system

Do you use collaboration tools?

Robust backup and disaster recovery mechanisms
Quick system restoration in case of failure

Backup and Disaster Recovery:

You have mobile apps for everybody
Mobile Access:

Easily migrate data from existing systems 
Import/export in standard formats

Data Migration and Import/Export:

Easily integrated with technologies like IoT, ML 
Have a framework for incorporating these
technologies into business processes

Integration with Advanced Technologies:

Is integrated for configurations and customizations 
Can track changes and roll them back

Version Control:

Easy automation of workflows within the system 
Have tools for designing/managing automated
processes

Do you have workflow automation?

You have tools for creating custom reports
tailored to business needs
You have advanced analytics capabilities for
data- driven insights

How flexible is your reporting and analytics?

Customizable UI to match user preferences
Responsive design for various devices

User Interface (UI) Flexibility:

Yes, it is robust enough
The database handles large datasets

Database Management:



We understand that assessing maturity is just the beginning. 

Gain valuable insights and expert guidance by sending us your filled-in checklist. 
You will receive a free analysis of your current IT System and recommendations from our
expert about further improvements

To receive your free analysis and consultation, simply email your completed checklist to
 info@firstlinesoftware.com. 

Our team will promptly review your submission and reach out to schedule your consultation.

WHAT’S NEXT?
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